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DELIGHT
IN DETAIL

The Composed™ faucet collection by Kohler is a design stripped of nonessential 
flourishes. Composed embodies simplicity. Clean. Classic. Quietly confident. It exemplifies 
refinement among KOHLER® products as it forms an original composition that is at once 
unique yet comfortably familiar.
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Timeless and deliberate, the Composed™ faucet embodies the beautifully understated 
elements of minimalist design. By eliminating unnecessary details, the Composed faucet 
was designed to elicit an emotional response with its stark beauty. 
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K-73167-4-TT Composed™  single-handle bathroom sink faucet with lever handle88



The handle designs favor a minimalist aesthetic for a timeless beauty. The pure handle 
offers design simplicity with a surprisingly delicate touch, while the lever handle makes 
a distinctive visual statement. 

Full product offering found on page 26.

SINGLE-HANDLE
FAUCETS

PURE HANDLE LEVER HANDLE
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Available in three heights, the single-handle faucet provides versatility in a memorable design. 

HEIGHT
FLEXIBILITY

Standard Tall Tower

1013/16"

83/4"

43/4"
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K-73050-7-TT Composed™ single-handle bathroom sink faucet with pure handle 11



K-73060-3-TT Composed™ widespread bathroom sink faucet with cross handles12



WIDESPREAD 
FAUCETS

LEVER HANDLES

CROSS HANDLES LEVER HANDLES
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K-T73087-4-7-TT/K-97339-NA Composed™ floor-mount bath filler trim with handshower 1919



The Composed™ valve trim strikes a balance between simplicity and style. 
It coordinates with a wide range of KOHLER® showerheads to complete 
the look of the bathroom.

SHOWERING
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TITANIUM

Beautifully simple, Vibrant® Titanium finish 
conveys strength and style with attitude.
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SINGLE-HANDLE BATHROOM SINK FAUCETS

WIDESPREAD BATHROOM SINK FAUCETS BIDET FAUCETS

Single-handle bathroom sink 
faucet with pure handle 
K-73050-7

Tall single-handle bathroom 
sink faucet with pure handle
K-73159-7

Tower single-handle bathroom 
sink faucet with pure handle
K-73054-7

Widespread bathroom sink 
faucet with cross handles
K-73060-3

Widespread bidet faucet 
with lever handles and 
vertical spray
K-73077-4

Single-handle bathroom 
sink faucet with lever handle 
K-73167-4

Tall single-handle bathroom 
sink faucet with lever handle 
K-73168-4

Widespread bathroom sink 
faucet with lever handles
K-73060-4

Single-handle bidet faucet 
with lever handle and 
swivel spray 
K-73176-4

 
Please contact your local KOHLER® Sales Executive for market availability of individual products and finishes.

Polished Chrome
(CP) 

Vibrant® Titanium
(TT)

Finish Options:
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Volume control valve trim 
with cross handle 
K-T73135-3

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing 
valve trim with lever handle 
and push-button diverter 
K-T73117-4

Thermostatic valve trim 
with cross handle 
K-T73133-3

Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing 
valve trim with lever handle 
K-TS73115-4

Volume control valve trim 
with lever handle 
K-T73135-4

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing 
valve trim with cross handle 
K-TS73115-3

Transfer valve trim 
with lever handle 
K-T73140-4

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing 
valve trim with cross handle 
and push-button diverter 
K-T73117-3

Thermostatic valve trim 
with lever handle 
K-T73133-4

Transfer valve trim 
with cross handle 
K-T73140-3

Bath faucet with cross handles 
K-73081-3

Floor-mount bath filler trim 
with handshower 
K-T73087-4-7/K-97339-NA

Wall-mount bath spout 
without diverter 
K-73120

Bath faucet with lever handles 
K-73081-4

Single-handle bath faucet with 
handshower 
K-73078-4

SHOWERING COMPONENTS

BATH FAUCETS
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K-73078-4-TT Composed™ single-handle bath faucet with handshower26



ACCESSORIES

24" towel bar 
K-73142

Pivoting horizontal  
toilet tissue holder
K-73147

30" towel bar 
K-73143

Vertical toilet tissue holder
K-73148

24" double towel bar 
K-73144

Drawer pull  
K-73152

Hand towel holder
K-73145

Cabinet knob 
K-73155

18" towel bar
K-73141

Double robe hook 
K-73146

24" Hotelier
K-73157

Lifetime Limited Warranty 
*The Lifetime Limited Warranty is good for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his/her home and warrants all aspects of the faucet or accessories 
(except gold, non-Vibrant, non-chrome finishes which are backed by Kohler’s standard one-year limited warranty). Other restrictions may also apply. To obtain 
complete warranty information, call 1-800-4-KOHLER or visit us.KOHLER.com/Warranty.

Polished Chrome
(CP) 

Vibrant® Titanium
(TT)

Finish Options:
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